
PIN MILL SAILING CLUB 

 

Minutes of the meeting of the General Committee held on the 18 April 2013 in the 

clubhouse 

Present: C Abbott, D Abbott, N Bailey, P Balfe, R Blackburn, R Kirkup (chair), N Mower, M 

Poppleton, M Sanderson, O Stockman 

1.  Apologies 

J Ackland, D Chilver, R Emmett, M Harding, S Hopkinson, I Saunders, B Wales 

2. Minutes of last meeting 

Agreed with Sailing amendment and signed. 

3.  Matters Arising including points raised at the last meeting + Action Points 

The Commodore distributed a list of the names of volunteers against the options / ideas 

previously discussed for progressing the membership drive.The first step will be to stimulate 
greater use by existing members to get the buzz back into the club. 

Agreed actions include:–  

Inter-Club events – The Commodore has a list of the relevant clubs and will write to them. 

Bar voucher incentive – it was agreed the £25 bar voucher would be given to the main 

proposer only (for single or household membership) once the subscription is received. The 
incentive would be open to all current members.An exception to this would be if a person has 
presented themselves to the club with no supporting signatures, asking to be proposed and 

seconded. The vouchers would be charged back to membership, thus preserving the bar 
profit ratios.This would all be subject to review in twelve months. 

Publicity – external events and communications will be added to future agendas alongside 
forthcoming events (Action DA). 

MS agreed to find the U-Tube link for the American painter in the club (Action MS). 

A further Open Day?  The Photographic Competition was considered too late in the year to 
link to an Open Day.  NB suggested the Regatta where the bar would already be open most of 

the day. 

RB kindly offered to co-ordinate press releases to Chelpin and ‘In Touch’ about Club events 

such as the Smack Race and Barge Match.(Action RB). 

MS offered to make an approach to Radio Suffolk as he has a contact. (Action MS). 

OS will seek to develop a contact he has at EADT for publicizing major events (Action OS) 

NB will consult Gus with a view to a flyer being issued with King’s invoices (Action NB). 
Their website is also good so a link may be appropriate. 

4.  Correspondence 

A flyer had been received from the Harwich Small Boat Owners Association inviting to a Public 
Meeting on the 21 April to discuss their concern over dredging arrangements in the River 

Stour.  A copy will be posted on the notice board and on the website. 

5.  Treasurer 

Subscriptions are now £800 greater YOY. 



PB will investigate the cleaning bill which has risen to £1343 from £1054 the previous year 
(Action PB). 

6.House (CA) 

The Accident book has been moved to one of the drawers beneath the microwave as it was 
becoming covered in grease.  A label will be added to denote the drawer (Action CA). 

7.Club Hire (DA) 

A provisional booking has been made for the afternoon of the 22 June by Bobbie Clarke.  The 
hire would finish by 1700, and therefore will not interfere with the showing of Ha’penny 

Breeze and the one of Bob Roberts loaned by David Gray. 

8.  Property  

Water heater supplying the Ladies & Gents loos – MP is awaiting a new time clock. 

9.Sailing (NB) 

Junior Sailing Day – unfortunately this event may not happen!  NB has approached his 
contact at the school but, to date, there has been no response.  There are only four days 
when the tides suit, and Neptune have alternative events running on two of those.  Thus, all 

the instructors / safety boats could well be busy. 

Smack Race – a meeting has been held:- 

Jon Humby is arranging the artwork for a poster, which OS has kindly agreed to print. 

Tim Granville has sent a begging letter to Adnams for sponsorship. 

Arrangements for a RIB at the outer mark are still to be finalised, but RK has approached a 
couple of yacht owning members as possible outer mark observers. 

The Commodore will provide the committee boat for the start. 

Food arrangements are in hand with a projected cost per head of £5. Expected numbers hard 
to estimate and require further thought. 

Pennants / trophies are in hand.  6 tumblers need to be ordered.(Action NB) 

Second Sands BBQ – 9 June 

The dory is in need of repairs particularly to the transom and NB will approach Nigel Waller 

for assistance with this (Action NB). 

Those members licensed to ‘drive’ the dory are probably IS and SH. 

RK reminded NB about the need for a risk assessment to be produced for every Club event. 
NM has a standard R/A form which he will pass to NB (Action NB).   

10. Barge Match 

OS is producing a new PMSC advertisement for the programme. 

11. Bar 

RK again expressed grateful thanks to Lee Foster for his sterling efforts caretaking the bar. 

The next stocktake will be carried out at the end of May. 

12.Moorings 

No report. 



 

13.Membership (DC) 

321 paid up members to date (including Honorary Members).  9 members have so far not 

renewed. 

The New Member’s Evening and Holbrook Coastguard talk is now scheduled for the 18 May. 

New applicants:- 

Will Dale   Bury St Edmund    Val Stone (P)  RB (S) Tomahawk 

Daniel Dale   Sproughton  Val Stone (P)   RB (S) 

Jason & Viv Powell  Manningtree  Val Stone (P)  V Burroughs (S)  
  

14.Social (OS) 

Spring Party 

RK requested the committee’s approval to hold a raffle – all agreed. 

Face painting and a treasure hunt will be organised.RK has produced a flyer for promoting the 
event through Chelmondiston Primary School. RB will issue the flyer to Chelmo Playgroup.  

via Sophie Spiers and kindly agreed to investigate the Shotley Playgroup also.(Action RB). 

Terry Sporle has agreed to cook at the BBQ and Ivan Chevous has kindly offered to assist. 

Various other volunteers have been enlisted to help with food preparation, and OS has kindly 
offered to run the Kid’s Karaoke. 

15.Website & Newsletter 

Next copy date for Newsletter will be the end of May. 

16. Suggestions / Accidents 

Accident – CA had an accident on the 30 March, when a large (!) pan lid fell from the upper 

rack in the kitchen and unfortunately cut her nose.  A visit to A & E followed. 

17. AOB 

RK is arranging to replace the broken Perspex on the merchandise cabinet. He also expressed 

grateful thanks to Patricia Prosser who has kindly offered to create a new display, in 
preparation for which, the existing contents have been sold off at a discount. 

The July committee meeting date will be moved to the 8 August, as the Commodore will be 
away for the original date. 

There being on other business, the meeting concluded at 2133. 

 

18 Date of next meeting–23 May 2013 

 

Signed…………………………………………………………………..  Commodore  


